A proof is given for the Poisson-Plancherel formula for Lie groups of type B" using the recurrence relations for the Plancherel function on adjacent Cartan subalgebras given in [12] and the recurrence relations for the discrete series constants which determine a G-invariant generalized function on g* appearing in the formula.
Introduction
Let G be a general Lie group and let G denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. The theory of harmonic analysis on G has been the focus of a considerable amount of study. An "abstract" Plancherel formula (see [3] ) has existed for a long time. The "explicit" Plancherel formula has now been extended to a broad class of Lie groups [1,2, 5, 8, 10, and 11].
For any real Lie group, Vergne [ 16] conjectured a Poisson-Plancherel formula which generalizes the Poisson summation formula. This conjecture has been proved by Duflo [4] when G is complex algebraic, by Vergne [16] when G is linear semisimple, and by Torasso [15] when G is of Takiff type.
The motivation for the conjecture can best be illustrated by the following example.
Let G = ÍK/Z be the torus. The Lie algebra g of C7 is ÍH. The map exp: ÍR -► 9tyZ mapping g onto G is the natural quotient map. Let 1 be the identity element in G. Let gG = {X G g| expX = 1} ~ Z. Let g* be the dual of g. Hence g* ~ SH. Let gG = {fGg\(f,X)G2nZ, XG%G} be the dual lattice to gG. Then g*G is canonically isomorphic to G. Let <p G 77(%). Then the Poisson summation formula is given by E^)=Et/). «egc /eg* where 0 is the Fourier transform of <f>.
We note that the Poisson summation formula shows that there exists a Ginvariant tempered distribution, the ¿-distribution of the lattice gG, whose Fourier transform is the ¿-function of the discrete set g*G~ G. This paper proves a modified version of the conjecture when G is the universal covering group with Lie algebra g = so(p , q ; 9t), p + q = 2n + l, p < q , and p or q ^ 0,1,2. and M is the invariant integral of Harish-Chandra [6] .
Results of Harish-Chandra [6] and Rossmann [13] provide a Fourier inversion formula for this sum of distributions: J2x(™pt)(DnM4>)(c:)= f V\f)4>(f)df, (&z -V where Vx(f) isa C-invariant generalized function on g*, which is determined by recurrence relations on adjacent Cartan subalgebras.
Introduce the following notation. Let g = k©p be the Cartan decomposition of g with Cartan involution 6. Let h be any 0-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. Then h = h^ © hp, where h^ = hnk and hp = hflp. Let hc = hcngc . Let 0 = ^(gf., hc) be the root system. Let <I>+ be a choice of positive roots. Let <P^ be the real positive roots. For each a G <J>^, let Ha be the associated coroot. Let C^ = {/ € h* | (Ha ,f)>0, a G O^} . Let W(tc , hc) = {gGGc\g(tc) = hc}. The generalized function Vx(f) is completely determined by its restriction to all the subspaces h*. Then for X g C^ , vim* Eft* >*>-"*'> iehz where rZ(Z>®m)= XI X(eww~Xc;)h(w;(I>^;w~X0-tuerte .he)
The h(w ;0^ ;£) are a set of constants related to the discrete series constants defined by Harish-Chandra [7] which are completely determined by an inductive argument on the rank of <P. The function F(t) is the Plancherel product function introduced by HarishChandra [8] . Extend PHX) by C-invariance to a C-invariant function on Gfc*0f).
For X G h*Of), define^W =£<r/(0);t(exp«î).
áehz Then /?£ (X) extends to a (/-invariant positive generalized function on g* with support on the set of orbits of regular elements of h*0f ). The modified version of the Poisson-Plancherel conjecture can be stated as follows.
Theorem (3.5) . Let G be the universal covering group with Lie algebra g = so(p ,q;?A), p + q = 2n + I, p < q, and p or q ¿0,1,2.
Let x be a fixed character of the center Z of G. Then
for all 6-stable Cartan subalgebras h of g.
The fact that there is an algebraic relation between the Plancherel function and the discrete series constants was suggested by the work of Herb [9] .
The proof of this theorem will rely on a theorem of D. Peterson [12] . This theorem enables one to directly relate the Plancherel product function P¿(X) to the constants rx(X) appearing in the expansion of the (7-invariant function A brief outline of the contents of this paper is given below.
In §1, all necessary definitions and notations are introduced. Characters on root lattices are introduced and critical lemmas which relate their values on adjacent Cartan subalgebras are proved.
In §2, a theorem of D. Peterson is introduced which describes the matching conditions which are satisfied by a function closely related to the Plancherel product function. Then the Plancherel function is described and expressed as a power series expansion over a root lattice with coefficients which satisfy the recurrence relations in the Peterson theorem. Proposition 2.4 enables one to identify the coefficients with constants related to the discrete series constants defined by Harish-Chandra.
In §3, the Poisson-Plancherel formula, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, is proved.
The author would like to express his gratitude to his thesis advisor, Michèle Vergne, for the inspiration and the many helpful discussions involved in this work.
1
In this section we describe the center Z of G and a fixed character x on Z. We then introduce notation describing the adjacent Cartan subalgebras. We conclude with a series of lemmas describing character identities on lattices contained in h*.
Let G be the universal covering group with Lie algebra g = so(p ,q;W), p + q = 2n+l , p < q , and p or q ^ 0 ,1 ,2. Let Gx = Spin(p ,q). The group Gx is a real linear semisimple group with Lie algebra g. Let Ga = SO(p , q). The group Ga is the adjoint group of Gx with Lie algebra g. Let n be the two-fold covering map from G to Gx . Let Ka = SO(p) x SO(<?), Kx , and K = Spin(p) x Spin(^r) be the respective maximal compact subgroups for Ga,Gx , and G. Let 7ip(nq) be the two-fold covering map from Spin(p) (Spin(^)) to SO(p) (SO(q)). Let {l,£p} and {I ,e } be the respective elements in Spin(/?) and Spin(#) which project under n and n to the identity. Then AT, ~ Spin(p) x Spin(q)/ep ~ eq . Let Z (Zj ) be the center of G (G, ). Then Z ~ Z/2Z x Z/2Z = {1, ep , eq , e • e } and Zx ~ Z/2Z = {1 , e = e } , where n sends {1 , ep ■ eq) into 1 and {£", £ } into £ . Let Ô(gc, hc) = O c n*c be the root system for gç with respect to hc.
Then i> is a root system of type Bn :
where the e'k are independent linear forms on hc . Let Lz = {H g hc | (a , H) G Z} . Then h2. = 27rz'Lz . The root system <I> decomposes into a union O = <I>¿ U <t>s , where 0¿ = {±(e'j±e'.), 1 < i < j < «} are the long roots, and ®s = {±e'k , 1 < k < «} are the short roots. A root a G O is called real if a | h is real valued. Denote the set of real roots by Or . For each aeO, denote by sa the Weyl reflection. Let W = W(<f>) be the Weyl group generated by the sa , a G O. Let Wn = W((Pm) be the subgroup of W generated by sa , a g O^ .
For each aeO,,, let Ha be the coroot. Choose
unique up to a sign. Let Ua = Xa -X_a . Let ma = exp n(Ua). Then the set {ma , m~x} depends only on a and not on Xa . Fix a G (Oj,). Let ca be the Cayley transform associated to a. Let ß G (í)ÍR)a. In order to describe how ma is related to mc _. we shall need a corresponding result for when g is the split real Lie algebra of type 52. Let G be the universal covering group with Lie (G) = g. Let a be the maximal split Cartan subalgebra. Let A^, = {±e'x ±e'2, ±e\, ±e'2} be the root system. Fix a = e'2 G A^ . Let ca be the corresponding Cayley transform. Let f[ = ca(e'x) and f'2 = ca(e'2). To prove the last statement, let a = e'x -e'2. Then (Q>m)a = ±(e[ Ae'2) = ß . Since a±ß are not roots, ca(XA = Xß . Thus we can choose Xfl+j., = Xe,+e, .
D
We now return to the general setting. Consider the root system O^ ,ac) described in the proof of Lemma 1.1. All other 0-stable Cartan subalgebras h of g can be obtained from the maximal split Cartan subalgebra a by the Kostant-Sugiura construction [14] . They are in one-to-one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of strongly orthogonal systems of roots. There are two types: (1.4) y/x(j ,k) = {e'x±e2,..., e'2j_x ± e'2j, e'2j+x -e'2j+k+x,..., e'2j+k -2j+2k I 0 < k , 0 < ;', 2(j + k) < p} ; \p2(j ,k) = {e\±e2.e'2j_x ± e'2J, e'2j+x -e'2J+k+x ,..., e'2J+k -e2j+2k ■ <W+i \0<k,0<j,2(j + k)+l<p}. 
Proof. Let a G SÇL^ s). Then
Xx(a) = X(m¥.l{a)) = x(^xp(2n(Xa -X_a)/2)) = X(exp(2nPI a(caa))). Proof. See [12] .
We shall now describe the Plancherel product formula. where df is the measure of g* canonically dual to dX, and V(f ;H) is a G-invariant bounded function on g* (see [16] where the h(w;<P^;H) are a set of constants. These constants are uniquely determined by the following properties [7] . The constants rx(Ç ;<!>*) are uniquely determined by the following proper ties. Proof. Apply Theorem 3.4 to (3.4). Q.E.D.
Recall the character x was defined such that ;f(e • £ ) = -1, s ■ s G Z. If x is any character on Z such that x(£p ' eq) = 1 > then Theorem 3.5 was proved by Vergne [16] .
The Theorem 3.5 is a precise version of the Poisson-Plancherel conjecture after summing over all the / G ZG, in terms of positive generalized functions concentrated on gG.
